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Abstract Regional climate simulations over the continental United States were conducted for the 2011 warm season using the Weather Research and Forecasting model at convection-permitting resolution (4 km) with two commonly used microphysics parameterizations (Thompson and Morrison). Sensitivities of the simulated mesoscale convective system (MCS) properties and feedbacks to large-scale environments are systematically examined against high-resolution geostationary satellite and 3-D mosaic radar observations. MCS precipitation including precipitation amount, diurnal cycle, and distribution of hourly precipitation intensity are reasonably captured by the two simulations despite significant differences in their simulated MCS properties. In general, the Thompson simulation produces better agreement with observations for MCS upper level cloud shield and precipitation area, convective feature horizontal and vertical extents, and partitioning between convective and stratiform precipitation. More importantly, Thompson simulates more stratiform rainfall, which agrees better with observations and results in top-heavier heating profiles from robust MCSs compared to Morrison. A stronger dynamical feedback to the large-scale environment is therefore seen in Thompson, wherein an enhanced mesoscale vortex behind the MCS strengthens the synoptic-scale trough and promotes advection of cool and dry air into the rear of the MCS region. The latter prolongs the MCS lifetimes in the Thompson relative to the Morrison simulations. Hence, different treatment of cloud microphysics not only alters MCS convective-scale dynamics but also has significant impacts on their macrophysical properties such as lifetime and precipitation. As long-lived MCSs produced 2–3 times the amount of rainfall compared to short-lived ones, cloud microphysics parameterizations have profound impacts in simulating extreme precipitation and the hydrologic cycle.

Plain Language Summary Massive thunderstorms over the Great Plains of the United States have become more frequent and more intense in the past decades. As Earth continues to warm, changes in the characteristics of these massive thunderstorms, which often cause flooding and severe wind damage, have major societal implications. Climate models with spatial resolution comparable to weather forecasting models can now be used to simulate the complex physics in storms and reproduce their climatological properties. However, details of how to represent the cloud microphysical processes remain uncertain, with potential implications for long-term simulation of climate in regions of convective storms. This study examines the uncertainties associated with cloud microphysics of convective storms in the central United States by using two different microphysical representations and comparing results with a warm-season satellite and radar observations. Microphysical processes leading to a broader and more realistic storm rainfall areas favor prolonged lifetime of the storms and thus have greater effects on the evolution of the large-scale circulation and greater potential for storms producing floods, factors important for evaluating the effects of convective storms in a changing climate.

1. Introduction

Mesoscale convective systems (MCSs) are the largest form of cumulonimbus cloud complex that develops when convection aggregates and grows upscale, forming mesoscale circulations that organize the convection. They can reach horizontal dimensions of hundreds to a thousand kilometer and can last up to 24 hr (Houze, 2004). MCSs consist of active convective towers and expansive stratiform regions (Houze et al., 1980), which differentiate these convective systems from isolated thunderstorms. MCSs play an important role in the climate system as they produce abundant rainfall and redistribute energy in the atmosphere,
shaping the general circulation of our climate system. In the tropics, 40–60% of rainfall produced by MCSs is associated with the stratiform region (Cheng & Houze, 1979; Schumacher & Houze, 2003; Virts & Houze, 2015). As a result, the net latent heating profile of MCSs is generally more “top heavy,” so MCSs have larger impacts on the upper level circulation than isolated convection (Fritsch et al., 1994; Hartmann et al., 1984; Schumacher et al., 2004).

MCS also play an important role in the hydrological cycle of the midlatitudes. For example, in the central United States, MCSs contribute between 30% and 70% of warm season rainfall (Feng et al., 2016; Fritsch et al., 1986; Nesbitt et al., 2006). Long-lasting MCSs are responsible for a majority of flood-producing extreme rainfall events (Schumacher & Johnson, 2006; Stevenson & Schumacher, 2014) and contribute to severe weather phenomena (Bentley & Mote, 1998; Bentley & Sparks, 2003; Houze et al., 1990). In recent decades, increased frequency and intensity of long-lived MCSs have coincided with an upward trend in springtime total and extreme rainfall in the central United States (Feng et al., 2016). It follows that understanding changes in future extreme rainfall in regions frequented by MCSs hinges upon accurate model representation of the large-scale circulation and mesoscale convective processes controlling these organized convective systems.

Recent advancements in computational resources have allowed regional climate model simulations to be run at convection-permitting resolutions (≤4-km grid spacing), bypassing the need for convection parameterizations. Compared to models with parameterized convection, convection-permitting models (CPMs) produce more realistic timing and magnitude of summertime precipitation diurnal cycle (Ban et al., 2014; Gao et al., 2017) and better representation of high intensity precipitation features (PFs) and extreme hourly precipitation statistics (Kendon et al., 2012). Resolving convection in long simulations by CPMs provides the ability to represent interactions between convection and the large-scale circulations in an evolving climate. Such interactions are important because MCSs interact strongly with their large-scale environments. Yang et al. (2017) showed that long-lived MCSs not only produced more overall heating but also distribute the heating to higher levels of the atmosphere. Potential vorticity generated in midlevels by these top-heavy heating profiles tends to promote or strengthen midlevel mesoscale convective vortexes (MCVs) that may strengthen the synoptic-scale trough, enhancing dry air intrusion and evaporative cooling behind the MCS region, help maintain the longevity of MCSs, and alter the evolution of the large-scale circulation.

While CPMs are able to simulate mesoscale and some convective scale processes, significant challenges and uncertainties remain in their applications in climate modeling. At convection-permitting resolution, cloud microphysics, boundary layer processes, and turbulence can contribute to model uncertainty. In this study, we focus on uncertainty associated with the representation of cloud microphysics. Studies comparing remote sensing and in situ observations with CPM simulations of MCSs show consistent high biases in ice hydrometeor size and their associated radar reflectivity across many commonly used microphysics parameterizations (Stanford et al., 2017; Varble, Zipser, Fridlind, Zhu, Ackerman, Chaboureau, Collis, et al., 2014b). Comparison of model output to dual-Doppler radar retrievals in both tropical maritime and midlatitude continental convection indicates that simulated convective-scale updraft intensities in MCSs are systematically too strong, and stratiform region area and rainfall are consistently underestimated across almost all microphysics parameterizations (Fan et al., 2017; Varble, Zipser, Fridlind, Zhu, Ackerman, Chaboureau, Fan, et al., 2014a). Because high-quality simultaneous remote sensing and in situ observations of MCSs are difficult to obtain, they are
only available from limited-duration field campaigns. Therefore, most previous studies evaluating the process level performance of CPMs in simulating MCSs are limited to case studies for well observed events, leaving a gap in evaluation of MCS statistics in convection permitting regional climate simulations.

Recently, Prein et al. (2017) analyzed model MCSs in a 13-yearlong CPM (4-km grid spacing) regional climate simulation over the eastern United States performed with the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model (Skamarock et al., 2008). MCSs were identified and tracked by using simulated hourly precipitation and evaluated against a radar-based precipitation data set. Their simulations captured many observed MCS PF characteristics such as lifetime, size, precipitation intensity, and propagation speed, but MCS frequency was significantly underestimated in the central United States during late summer. Given the limitation of using only precipitation to characterize MCSs, Prein et al. (2017) did not evaluate the realism of internal structures of the MCSs in their simulations or consider sensitivity of their results to microphysics parameterizations. More systematic evaluation of CPM simulated MCS three-dimensional (3D) structures, their interactions with large-scale environments and sensitivities to microphysics parameterizations are needed to understand the uncertainties associated with microphysical schemes employed in climate simulations using CPMs. Further, while 4-km grid spacing CPM may be able to resolve mesoscale features associated with MCSs, the effective resolution (typically about seven horizontal grid spacing; e.g., Skamarock, 2004) is insufficient to resolve turbulence. Bryan and Morrison (2012) showed that idealized squall line simulations are sensitive to horizontal grid spacing partly because turbulence development can be better resolved with 250-m horizontal grid spacing. Representing and parameterizing turbulence and their effects in CPM simulations remains a challenge. More detail discussions related to this topic can be found in section 5.3 of Prein et al. (2015).

In this study, we evaluate the capability of CPM in reproducing the observed warm season MCS properties in the central United States, including their structure and life cycle, propagation, and interaction with large-scale environments, and examine the sensitivities of these aspects to the choice of microphysics parameterizations. In a regional climate modeling framework that uses the WRF model, we compare WRF MCS population statistics to observations that are based not simply on precipitation data but rather on MCS identification and tracking that combines two high-resolution observation data sets, geostationary satellite infrared brightness temperature, and 3-D Next-Generation Radar (NEXRAD) mosaic along with the precipitation. The latter is important for understanding the interactions between MCSs and the circulation and hence the role of MCSs in the climate system. To represent the range of uncertainty associated with microphysical representations, we run simulations with two widely used microphysical schemes (Morrison et al., 2009; Thompson et al., 2008). Although the two schemes are known to generally produce realistic results in the WRF modeling framework, there are fundamental differences that can lead to different cloud and precipitation structures. By elucidating differences in macrophysical characteristics of MCS that result from the choice of cloud microphysical parameterization scheme, we demonstrate linkages between the MCS characteristics and the feedback from MCSs to the large-scale circulation that have important implications for climate modeling. Section 2 describes the model simulation setup and observation data set used in this study. Section 3 provides details of the algorithm in identifying and tracking robust MCSs. Various aspects of the simulated MCSs and how they interact with the environment are evaluated and presented in section 4. Finally, summary and discussion of future efforts are given in section 5.

2. Model Setup and Observations

2.1. Model Setup

The WRF model (Skamarock et al., 2008) version 3.6.1 was used in this study. The model configuration was similar to that used in Yang et al. (2017) and is listed in Table 1. A 4-km horizontal grid spacing and 65 vertical levels from the surface to 50 hPa were used. The model domain covers most of the contiguous United States from 28°N to 50°N and 120°W to 75°W (Figure 1a). The initial and lateral boundary conditions, including land surface conditions, were provided by Global Forecast System reanalysis data. The lateral boundary forcing was updated every 6 hr. No interior nudging was applied to the simulations to allow interactions between MCSs and their large-scale environments to be examined. The model output was archived at 1-hourly frequency to facilitate tracking of MCSs. Two sets of simulations were conducted from 1 May to 31 August 2011 with identical configurations except for the microphysics. Two commonly used two-moment
microphysics schemes with similar complexity were chosen for this study: Morrison et al. (2009) and Thompson et al. (2008). Both schemes predict the number and mixing ratios of cloud ice and rain and the mixing ratio of cloud droplets, but they differ significantly in their treatments of snow and graupel/hail in terms of double versus single moment and the shape of the particle size distributions (PSDs). More details about the hydrometeor size distribution assumptions in these two schemes, and associated mass-dimension relationships and sedimentation speeds, are provided in the Appendix in the Supporting Information. The model was initialized at 0600 UTC 1 May 2011 and integrated continuously over the 4-month period.

2.2. Observations

A global merged geostationary satellite 11.5-μm infrared brightness temperature (Tb) data set was used in this study for identifying and tracking MCSs. The satellite data set was produced by the Climate Prediction Center and National Centers for Environmental Prediction (Janowiak et al., 2001). The satellite Tb data set has an approximate 4-km spatial resolution and 30-min temporal resolution. Depiction of 3-D storm structures and associated precipitation were provided by the National Mosaic and Multi-Sensor Quantitative Precipitation Estimations (NMQ) 3-D reflectivity mosaic data, produced by the National Severe Storm Laboratory (Zhang et al., 2011). Radar reflectivity data from individual NEXRAD were quality-controlled and objectively merged to a gridded 3-D national mosaic radar data set. The NMQ reflectivity data have a 0.01° (~1 km) spatial resolution, 31 vertical levels from 0.5 and 18 km, and 5-min temporal resolution.

While the NMQ data set was produced for the entire contiguous United States, only data from 110°W to 80°W and 20°N to 50°N were used in this study. We focused our effort in the central United States (red box in Figure 1) because a majority of MCSs and associated precipitation concentrate in this region (Feng et al.,
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**Figure 1.** (a) The model domain used in this study. The color shadings are the model terrain height. (b) Next-Generation Radar (NEXRAD) radar coverage in central U.S. The green dots denote individual NEXRAD radar locations, and the filled circles are approximately 180 km radius from each radar. The overlap area of the circles has multiple NEXRAD radar coverage. Note that lowest-level scans from NEXRAD can reach further than 180 km to provide baseline coverage in radar sparse area but with lower resolution. The red box shows the central U.S. area of focus in this study. The four blue box regions in (a) show four subregions in Figure 8.
2016; Fritsch et al., 1986). The central U.S. region has relatively flat terrain and good radar coverage. Many areas have multiple radar coverage that improves characterization of both near surface precipitation and upper level storm structures (Zhang et al., 2011). The NMQ radar data were averaged to the 4-km satellite grid to facilitate tracking of MCSs.

Quantitative precipitation estimate is also available in the NMQ data set. The Q2 precipitation product, as part of the NMQ system, combines NEXRAD radar quantitative precipitation estimate and surface rain gauge network data. The 1-hourly Q2 precipitation data set used in this study has been bias-corrected with rain gauge network data. The Q2 precipitation data set is provided at 0.01° (~1 km) spatial resolution. The precipitation data were also averaged to the 4-km satellite grid.

3. Identifying and Tracking MCSs

3.1. Cloud Tracking Using Satellite Data

Cold cloud systems (CCSs) associated with deep convective clouds were identified using the satellite Tb data. An updated CCS identification method based on that used by Feng et al. (2016) and Yang et al. (2017) was developed in this study. Rather than identifying CCS with contiguous satellite pixels with \( T_b < 241 \) K, this study included additional criteria to better separate nearby CCSs that have distinct cold cloud cores associated with separate convective cloud clusters. This method is similar to the MCS identification method of Yuan and Houze (2010) in that infrared temperature contours are used to find separate cold centers and rain areas with higher intensity cores are identified.

First, a box smoothing with a window size of 10 × 10 pixels (equivalent to 40 km × 40 km) was applied to the \( T_b \) field. Contiguous areas with the smoothed \( T_b < 225 \) K were identified as distinct CCSs with a cold cloud core (Figure 2a). The smoothing procedure prevents over segmentation of cloud systems, but the size of the smoothing window may need to be adjusted for data sets of different resolutions. We visually examined a variety of different complex observed cloud scenes with multiple convective systems nearby; the 10 × 10 pixel smoothing window seems to provide the most reasonable segregation of cloud systems mimicking a subjective decision. Next, each CCS was expanded outward through a dilation process until the unsmoothed \( T_b \) reaches 241 K. A 1-pixel dilation was applied to the largest cloud clusters in a scene followed by the second

Figure 2. Schematic to illustrate identification of robust mesoscale convective system (RMCS). (a) Cold cloud systems (CCS) are identified using satellite \( T_b \) data. The thick black contours show the 241 K outline of CCS. The cold cloud cores \( (T_b < 225 \text{ K}) \) shown in blue patches are dilated outward to 241 K to separate CCS with distinct cold cloud cores. (b) Precipitation features (PFs) within the CCS are identified with contiguous area of radar reflectivity \( > 17 \text{ dBZ} \) at 2.5 km height. PF major axis length and convective cells with imbedded 50-dBZ echoes anywhere within the PF are used to identify RMCS. The two colored patches in (b) with thick black outlines denote two RMCSs.
largest cluster, and so on. By doing so, we assumed that larger deep convective systems produce more detrained upper level clouds than smaller ones; hence, surrounding warmer cloud pixels are preferentially grouped to the larger cloud systems. Finally, after all CCSs with cold cloud core were dilated to 241 K, the remaining clouds with $T_b < 241$ K but without a cold cloud core were labeled following the same procedure as Feng et al. (2016; thick black contours in Figure 2a).

Cold cloud systems were tracked by using an automated objective tracking method described in detail by Feng et al. (2012). The tracking method is based on overlapping of CCSs between two consecutive time steps to determine if they are the same one. Identification of MCSs using tracked CCSs from satellite $T_b$ data followed Fritsch et al. (1986) and Feng et al. (2016): a CCS with an area exceeding $6 \times 10^4$ km$^2$ and persists for at least 6 hr is considered a potential MCS. Because collocated NEXRAD radar data are available, we applied additional radar-based criteria (described below) to further identify robust MCSs. Smaller CCSs that last <6 hr and merge with or split from a CCS-identified MCS are considered part of the tracked MCS. This updated MCS tracking algorithm is referred to as FLEXible object TRacKeR (FLEXTRKR).

To better match with hourly WRF output, only the hourly satellite and radar data were used in this study. While the satellite/radar data represent instantaneous snapshots, the Q2 precipitation data represent hourly accumulation (e.g., 1200 UTC Q2 precipitation is accumulation from 1100 UTC to 1159 UTC). Therefore, some spatial shift is possible within an hour between the instantaneous radar reflectivity field and the precipitation field, considering the propagating nature of MCSs. The FLEXTRKR described above were applied to the WRF simulated outgoing longwave radiation data. The WRF outgoing longwave radiation data were converted to equivalent infrared $T_b$ following the empirical formulation provided by Yang and Slingo (2001). The WRF simulated precipitation is also calculated as hourly accumulation and subjected to the same treatment as applied to observations.

### 3.2. Storm Structures Identified by Radar Data

The NMQ 3-D reflectivity data provide more detailed MCS structures associated with the tracked CCSs. PFs underneath the MCS cloud shield were identified using the Q2 precipitation data set. A PF is defined as a contiguous area with precipitation exceeding 1 mm hr$^{-1}$ and reflectivity larger than 17 dBZ at 2.5-km height (Figure 2b). The 17-dBZ threshold was chosen to be consistent with studies using Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission radar data (e.g., Houze et al., 2015). An MCS could contain multiple PFs in this study, particularly during the initial development stage when multiple convective clusters begin to aggregate. Propagation speed and direction of the MCSs were calculated using the PFs. The 2.5-km reflectivity fields in the largest five PFs associated with a MCS between two time steps were used to calculate a 2-D cross-correlation map. The index of the maximum value of the correlation map gives the number of pixels the MCS advected in the east-west/north-south directions between time steps. Given the advection distance and time lag, a propagation speed can then be calculated. The advantage of using the full 2-D reflectivity field to estimate propagation speed compared to simply using the center is that it is much less prone to changes in the shape of the PF. The morphological changes of the PF shapes could result in large shifts in the center location and subsequent errors in the estimates of propagation speed.

Convective and stratiform precipitation in a PF were further separated by applying the radar reflectivity texture classification technique of Steiner et al. (1995) with thresholds tuned for midlatitude warm season convection (Feng et al., 2011). Reflectivity at a constant 2.5-km height was used for the classification. Contiguous convective precipitation pixels were grouped and labeled as a convective cell (Figure 2b). Various thresholds of radar echo-top heights (e.g., 10 and 40 dBZ) in a convective cell were calculated as proxies for the intensity of convection (e.g., Zipser et al., 2006) and saved for further analysis. In addition, convective cells and stratiform rain region characteristics such as major axis length and area were also obtained for each tracked MCS. The same radar data processing procedure described above was applied to the WRF model simulated 10-cm wavelength radar reflectivity equivalent to the NEXRAD observed reflectivity. The WRF model simulated radar reflectivity field was vertically regridded to a constant 0.5-km height resolution before the radar processing routine was applied.

Figure 3 shows an example of an MCS inferred from radar observations and the WRF simulations using two different microphysics schemes. An intense MCS (squall line) with large leading convective-line trailing stratiform area was observed between the borders of Oklahoma, Arkansas, and Texas at 00 UTC 21 May 2011.
Vertical cross sections show (Figures 3d and 3g) 10-dBZ echo-top within the leading convective line reaching to 14 km height, with intense 40-dBZ echoes (likely containing graupel or hail particles) reaching 6–7 km. Both WRF simulations produced an MCS with a smaller stratiform precipitation area and less coherent intense convective line compared to those observed. Vertical cross sections of the model simulated reflectivity (Figures 3e, 3f, 3h, and 3i) show intense echoes associated with strong updrafts (black contours) reaching similar altitudes across the convective line. The free-running regional climate simulations in this study were designed to examine the statistics of MCS properties, rather than representing specific events. Therefore, we do not expect the model to reproduce the exact timing, location, and evolution of individual MCSs. This example shows that the 4-km WRF model is able to produce certain radar observed MCS features including the vertical structures. We will examine the simulated MCS properties in more detail in section 4.

### 3.3. Identifying Robust MCSs and Life Cycle Stages

With the satellite tracked \(T_\sigma\) data that identify potential MCSs, we define robust MCSs (RMCSs) using the storm structure characterized by radar reflectivity data. The method is similar to that of Coniglio et al. (2010). A CCS-identified MCS, as described in section 3.1, is defined as a RMCS if (1) the PF major axis...
length exceeds 100 km and (2) the PF contains some embedded echoes $\geq 50$ dBZ for at least 5 continuous hours (Figure 2b). This definition is also consistent with the MCS definition of Yuan and Houze (2010) except that using orbiting satellite data, they could not determine the time scale. Our definition eliminates convective storms that have not achieved a mesoscale horizontal extent and those that do not contain persistent intense convection, or some persistent high cloud shields that are associated with a large synoptic disturbance but contain negligible precipitation. Figure 4 shows an example of a RMCS identified by FLEXTRKR. This MCS lasted 33 hr and propagated across six states in the Midwest area, producing large areas of heavy precipitation (Figures 4b and 4c). Time series of the sizes of CCS cloud-shield and convective/stratiform precipitation are shown in Figures 4d and 4e. During the mature stage of the MCS, the combined convective/stratiform precipitation area ($\sim 200,000$ km$^2$) is 33% larger than the state of Illinois. This long-lasting MCS produced widespread heavy precipitation in a 2,500-km long swath during its lifetime.
Each RMCS is objectively categorized into four lifecycle stages using a method modified from the subjective definition by Coniglio et al. (2010): (1) convective initiation, (2) genesis, (3) mature, and (4) decay. The convective initiation stage is defined as the time period between the first occurrence of precipitating convective cells and before the genesis stage. The genesis stage occurs during the first hour after the major axis length of a convective cell/line exceeds 100 km. The mature stage is defined as the period when the convective cell/line maintains its major axis length of 100 km and the stratiform rain area is larger than the mean value during the entire length of the MCS. An MCS reaches its decay stage when the major axis length of the convective cell/line is less than 100 km or the stratiform area decreases to below the mean value after the mature stage. Figures 4e and 4f (color shading) show the four lifecycle stages defined for the MCS. The convective cell/line in this MCS showed upscale growth in cell size and deepening of echo-tops between 6 and 13 hr after detection of the CCS (Figure 4f). The convective cell/line major axis length eventually reached 100 km and rapidly transitioned into a mature MCS, when the large precipitation area had persisted for 14 hr. The period in which the core length drops below 100 km is labeled as decay and corresponds to the last 4 hr of the example in Figures 4e and 4f. This objective lifecycle stage categorization is used throughout this study to identify the genesis and mature stages of MCS, which are the periods of primary precipitation production.

4. Results

In this section, we compare MCS properties and associated precipitation statistics simulated by the WRF regional climate model against observations and examine the impact of microphysics parameterizations on the model representation of MCSs and their associated feedback to the large-scale environments.

4.1. Regional MCS Precipitation Statistics

MCS precipitation frequency, precipitation amount, and MCS fraction of total precipitation averaged from May through August 2011 are shown in Figure 5. Although the spatial patterns of simulated MCS precipitation frequency and amount are in general agreement with observations over a large area in the central United States, there are notable differences among the two simulations and the observations. The simulation with Morrison microphysics (MORR) has more frequent MCS precipitation and amount in the Northern Great Plains and southeastern central United States than the simulation with Thompson microphysics (THOM) and observations. The averaged biases of MCS frequencies in the central U.S. region (magenta box in Figure 5) are 20% and −10% for MORR and THOM, respectively. As a result, the averaged MCS precipitation biases are 13% (MORR) and −20% (THOM). The spatial patterns of total precipitation are quite similar to MCS precipitation except with larger magnitudes (Figure S1 in the supporting information). The low bias of MCS in THOM is larger in July–August than May–June (Figure S2). Similar summertime dry bias in CPM regional climate simulations using THOM microphysics were reported by Prein et al. (2017) and attributed to weaker large-scale forcing in the summer months. Such dry biases were noticeably smaller in our MORR simulation (Figures S2 and S3). The exact cause of the biases in late summer, such as land-atmosphere interactions or synoptic environments, should be investigated in future studies. The observed mean MCS fraction of total warm season rainfall is 46% in the central United States (Figure 5g); the simulated fraction of mean MCS to total rainfall is biased high in MORR (54%) and slightly biased low in THOM (43%; Figures 5g and 5h).

As discussed in section 1, the propagation and diurnal timing of precipitation in central United States are poorly simulated by most GCMs with parameterized convection. The WRF simulated diurnal cycle of MCS precipitation averaged during May to August 2011 is shown in Figure 6. Both simulations produce two preferred locations of MCS precipitation initiation at ~18 LT, one near the foothills of the Rocky Mountains (104°W) and another further east over the Great Plains (99°W). The simulated MCS precipitation propagates eastward and maximizes around midnight in the central United States and weakens/dissipates at ~06 LT on the next day as they propagate toward the Appalachians Mountains (85°W). The simulations are able to capture the large fractional contribution (approximately half) of propagating MCS to total precipitation (Figures 6e and 6f), although the MORR MCS precipitation amount and fraction are slightly higher than observations, while the THOM MCS precipitation amount and fraction are biased low.

Figure 7 shows the comparison of MCS and isolated (non-MCS) precipitation averaged between the longitude band of 103°W and 87°W. Total precipitation is simply the sum of MCS and isolated precipitation (not shown). Precipitation from isolated convection peaked around sunset (~18 LT) and precipitation from
convection that grew upscale peaks 4–6 hr later, around midnight. MCS precipitation decays quickly after sunrise, and both types of precipitation have a minimum at local noon. It is clear that the nocturnal timing of peak precipitation is controlled by MCSs, and it is captured relatively well by the two simulations. MORR MCS precipitation between late afternoon and evening hours are biased high and peak about 2–3 hr earlier than observed. THOM MCS precipitation diurnal phase has good agreement with observations, but the average amount is biased low. The averaged MCS precipitation amount bias is 10% and −26% for MORR and THOM, respectively.

The ability of the two WRF CPM regional climate simulations in representing precipitation intensity and extremes at native model resolution (4 km) is shown in Figure 8. The frequency distribution of MCS and isolated (non-MCS) hourly precipitation is presented for four subregions: Northern Great Plains, Southern Great Plains, Midwest, and Southeast (shown in Figure 1). In observations, the frequency of intense precipitation (rain rate > 20 mm hr\(^{-1}\)) from MCSs is significantly higher than that from isolated precipitation across all regions, consistent with previous studies on the importance of MCS in contributing to extreme precipitations (Stevenson & Schumacher, 2014). This contrast between the frequency of MCS and isolated rain rates is largely reproduced by the WRF simulations except for the low bias in THOM over the Southern Great Plains.
Figure 6. Warm season (May–August) mean diurnal cycle Hovmöller diagram of (top row) mesoscale convective system (MCS) precipitation and (bottom row) MCS contribution to total precipitation. (a and d) Observed precipitation, (b and e) Morrison microphysics, and (c and f) Thomson microphysics. Local time is set to North American Central Time Zone (UTC 06:00).

Figure 7. Warm season (May–August) mean diurnal cycle of precipitation averaged in central United States (103°W–87°W) from mesoscale convective system (MCS; solid lines) and non-MCS precipitation (dash lines). Mean values across the diurnal cycle are shown in the legend in units of mm d$^{-1}$. Local time is set to North American Central Time Zone (UTC-06:00).
4.2. Evaluation of MCS Characteristics

In this subsection, we evaluate the fidelity of the WRF CPM simulations in representing MCS characteristics observed by the NEXRAD radar network. In a free-running regional climate simulation with a large domain and constrained only by the lateral boundary conditions, the simulations are able to capture large-scale disturbances and associated major convective outbreaks in approximately similar timing and area of observed events. An example of precipitation Hovmöller diagram between observations and two simulations in June 2011 is shown in Figure S4. However, we do not expect the model to reproduce individual MCSs at the exact times and locations compared to observations. Instead, we focus on evaluating the composite of a population of MCS properties and sensitivities to microphysics parameterizations.

Figures 9a–9c show the tracks of individual MCS colored-coded by the amount of precipitation accumulated during the lifetime the MCS. The two WRF simulations are able to produce MCSs with a wide variety of precipitation intensity, and they generally propagate eastward, in qualitative agreement with observations. However, in the THOM simulation, MCSs were biased low in the Southern Great Plains, consistent with the mean dry bias (Figure 5f), and MCS hourly rain rate frequency was underestimated (Figure 8c) in that region. The MORR simulation shows more high precipitation MCSs passing over the Southeast region, corroborating the wet bias in that area (Figure 5e). Both simulations have more MCS initiation than observations west of 102°W. It is possible that the higher terrain height and less dense radar network in that region reduce detectability of early convective initiation in observations.

Figures 9d–9f show the spatial distribution of warm-season averaged MCS propagation speeds. The median propagation speed of each MCS was mapped onto the respective native 4-km grid of the simulations and
observations and subsequently averaged across all MCSs during the warm season. Observed MCSs propagate predominantly eastward at a speed of 20–25 m s⁻¹ north of 40°N. Perhaps related to the weaker ambient winds between 700 and 400 hPa (i.e., steering level winds, Carbone et al., 2002), MCSs south of 40°N tend to propagate at a slower speed <20 m s⁻¹. The north-south contrast in propagation speed is smaller in the model simulations. While the simulated MCS propagation speeds are in general agreement with observations in the south-central United States, both simulations underestimate the faster propagation speed in the northern region. In the subsequent sections, we limit our analysis to MCSs that spend more than half of their lifetime over the central U.S. region (red boxes in Figure 9, 102°W–82°W, 31°N–48°N), where the NEXRAD radar network coverage is densest (Figure 1b). A total of 127, 107, and 109 RMCS were identified in the observations and MORR and THOM simulations, respectively.

Comparisons of the MCS PF equivalent diameter \( D = 2\sqrt{\text{Area}/\pi} \), convective cell/line aspect ratio, and propagation speed during the mature stage are presented in Figure 10. The simulated size of MCS PFs is underestimated by 26% (MORR) and 12% (THOM). This underestimation is mainly caused by inadequate simulation of stratiform rain (discussed next), which has important implications regarding how the simulated MCSs interact with their large-scale environments. Both simulations also underestimate the maximum aspect ratio of the convective cell/lines by 26% (MORR) and 24% (THOM). Given the definition of RMCSs that require a convective cell/line major axis length maintaining above 100 km during the mature stage, this bias in convective cell/line aspect ratio suggests that the simulations underestimate the observed frequency of MCSs that contain an elongated convective line.

Comparisons of the MCS propagation speed show that a majority of the observed RMCSs in this study have propagation speed between 5 and 25 m s⁻¹, with a mode of ~20 m s⁻¹, consistent with earlier studies (Carbone et al., 2002; Corfidi et al., 1996). Both simulations underestimate the average propagation speed by 28% (MORR) and 23% (THOM), as the frequency of faster moving MCSs (>20 m s⁻¹) that typically occur in the northern part of central United States is significantly underestimated (Figures 9d–9f). Comparisons of mean wind speeds at the steering level (700 to 400 hPa, Carbone et al., 2002) between the simulations and North American Regional Reanalysis (Mesinger et al., 2006) reveal that the model large-scale winds do not have significant biases (not shown). The simulated MCS propagation speed biases are possibly related

Figure 9. (a–c) Mesoscale convective system (MCS) tracks colored by total precipitation during their lifetime and (d–f) averaged MCS propagation speed. The black dots in (a)–(c) denote locations of MCS convective initiation detected by using low-level radar reflectivity data. Areas with less than 20 data samples were excluded in the propagation speed calculations.
to mesoscale and microphysical processes and will be further discussed in section 4.3. Clark et al. (2014) tracked individual PFs in weather forecasting WRF simulations using several microphysics schemes, including earlier versions of the MORR and THOM schemes used in this study. They found that all simulations overpredict the number of PFs, while they underestimate the propagation speed compared to observed PFs, with the THOM bias most pronounced in both aspects. The difference with our results could be caused by a number of factors, including the different types of simulations, and the tracking methodology difference. Propagation speeds in this study is estimated by the number of pixels advected that results in maximum 2-D correlation map of the MCS low-level reflectivity fields between two time steps (section 3.2), while in Clark et al. (2014), a simpler geographic center location difference of PFs between two time steps was used. Nevertheless, these low propagation speed biases have implications on the flooding potential simulated by CPMs. If the model adequately represents MCS rainfall intensity (Figure 8), a slower propagation speed may result in more rainfall accumulation at a given location and hence more conducive to flooding than in reality. Further investigation of the cause of the various biases and possible relationships among the biases and large-scale forcing conditions (Corfidi et al., 1996) and dependence on seasons (Carbone et al., 2002) is needed in future studies.

Finally, we examine the model simulated composite evolution of MCS cloud and precipitation structures (Figure 11). MCS lifetimes are normalized between 0 and 1, where 0 denotes convective initiation and 1 denotes dissipation. In this way, properties of MCSs with different lifetimes and the relative lifecycle stages can be compositized to facilitate comparison. Both the CCS area and PF area show a steady increase from convective initiation during roughly the first half of the MCSs’ lifetime (Figures 11a and 11b). The mature stage occurs between 50% and 70% of the MCSs’ lifetime where the CCS and PF areas maximize and remain relatively stable before rapid dissipation. Significant differences between the two simulations are seen in the composite cloud and precipitation area. On average, MORR overestimated the CCS area by 61% and underestimated the PF area by 43%. In contrast, the THOM CCS area agrees quite well with observations (3% bias), while the PF area is underestimated by a smaller amount (26% bias).

One of the advantages of using a 3-D mosaic NEXRAD data set over a large region in this study is the ability to better characterize the internal three-dimensional structures of MCSs throughout their lifecycles as they propagate across the central United States. As discussed in section 3.2, MCSs are partitioned into convective and stratiform portions using observed and simulated radar reflectivity structures. The largest convective cell within any given MCS (which usually has multiple convective cells) is used to represent the most prominent convective feature. The composite evolution of convective cell area and maximum 40-dBZ echo-top height are shown in Figures 11c and 11d. The MORR convective cells are 56% larger and 14% shallower than observations. On the other hand, THOM produces much better agreement in both the mean (4% bias in area and 8% bias in echo-top heights) and temporal evolution. Our results suggest that large ice particles (hail/grau-pel, corresponding to high reflectivity such as 40-dBZ echoes) being lofted to the upper troposphere by strong convective updrafts occur less frequently than observed in both simulations. The impact of these biases on the microphysical processes and resulting surface precipitation will be discussed next.
Figures 11e and 11f depict the convective and stratiform volumetric rain rate, defined as

\[ \bar{V}_{\text{rainrate}} = \frac{\text{rainrate} \times \text{area}}{\rho} \]

where \( \bar{V}_{\text{rainrate}} \) is the areal mean rain rate and \( \rho \) is the density of water. Convective volume rain rates increase rapidly in the first 1/3 of the MCSs’ lifecycle and reach maxima just before halfway into the lifetime. High convective rain rates lead the peak stratiform rain rates by about 20% of the MCSs’ lifetime. Again, significant differences between two microphysics schemes are evident. MORR overpredicts convective volume rain rates by 31% and underpredicts stratiform rain rates by 19%, while THOM has smaller biases compared to observations (−8% convective and −4% stratiform). Biases in the MORR convective volume rain rate are mainly caused by larger convective cell area, while in THOM, convective area and areal mean rain rate are both biased low (not shown). Stratiform volume rain rate biases are a result of compensating errors between underestimated stratiform rain area (−46% MORR and −28% THOM) and overestimated stratiform areal mean rain rate (31% MORR and 20% THOM; Figure S5).

To better understand the differences in simulated MCS macrophysics properties between the two microphysics schemes, we examined several microphysical quantities from the two simulations. Figure 12 shows...
Figure 12. Composite profiles of (top row) mixing ratio, (second row) number concentration, (third row) mass-weighted mean diameter, and (bottom row) mass weighted mean fall speed for four hydrometeor species from the two simulations. They are (a, e, and i) cloud ice, (b, f, and j) snow, (c, g, and k) graupel, and (d, h, and l) rain. Only data within the tracked cold cloud shield of MCSs during the genesis and mature stages are included. The solid lines show the averaged of the median profiles, and the shadings denote averaged interquartile ranges. Note that snow and graupel in Thompson microphysics are single moment so their number concentration were omitted in (f) and (g). Averaged profiles with data samples $< 5 \times 10^4$ at each height are excluded in the figure.
composites of mixing ratio, number concentration, mass-weighted mean diameter, and mass-weighted mean fall speed for cloud ice, snow, graupel, and rain within the same RMCSs analyzed in Figure 11. Details of calculating the microphysical quantities are provided in the Appendix in the Supporting Information. To obtain the composite profiles, the median and interquartile range of each microphysics quantity was first obtained within the cold cloud shield of each tracked RMCS at a given hourly snapshot; then the median and interquartile range profiles across over 100 RMCSs during each of their genesis and mature stages were further averaged. Therefore, a large number of data samples (typically on the order of $>10^6$ at each height for each species) were included in Figure 12 to ensure robustness of the results.

Substantial differences across the three ice phase hydrometeor species were observed. The mixing ratio and number concentration of small cloud ice particles is substantially higher in MORR than THOM in the upper troposphere (Figures 12a and 12e). These cloud ice particles have very small fall speeds (Figure 12m). The larger amount of cloud ice with slow fall speeds would lead to larger spread and slow dissipation of anvil clouds (Fan et al., 2013), which would contribute to the larger upper level MCS cold cloud shields in the MORR relative to THOM (Figure 11a). In contrast, snow mixing ratio in THOM is 2–3 times higher than MORR throughout much of the troposphere (Figure 12b). These abundant snow particles in THOM have smaller diameter (Figure 12j), and they generally fall slower than MORR throughout the troposphere except around the melting layer (Figure 12n). The more abundant and slower falling snow particles explain the larger stratiform rain area in the THOM simulation (Figure 11b). The difference in cloud ice and snow microphysics properties and resulting upper-level cloud macrophysics characteristics found in this study are consistent with simulation results of MCSs in Tropical Western Pacific reported by Van Weverberg et al. (2013). Powell et al. (2012) also showed higher ice mass in the upper tropospheric thin anvil clouds in MORR, while THOM has significantly larger ice mass in the midtropospheric thick anvils in MCS simulations over West Africa.

The MORR scheme produces significantly higher graupel mixing ratio than THOM, in contrast to snow particles (Figure 12c). Although graupel particles in MORR have slightly smaller diameters than THOM above the melting layer, they have faster fall speeds throughout the troposphere (Figure 12o). Since graupels are primarily produced in convective updrafts (Fan et al., 2017), they are generally associated with high radar reflectivity due to their high density and large size. Larger and slower falling graupel particles above 6 km in THOM are likely the cause for higher 40-dBZ echo-tops in the convective core regions compared to MORR shown in Figure 11d. Finally, rain mixing ratio, number concentration, and diameter have relatively smaller differences between the two simulations than ice hydrometeors (Figures 12d, 12h, and 12i). We note that below 3 km, THOM has slightly larger raindrop number concentrations and smaller diameter, suggesting that more raindrops are prone to evaporation than MORR below the stratiform cloud base, which could enhance downdrafts and support stronger cold pools in THOM. Although raindrop fall speeds are slightly higher in lower troposphere (<5 km) in THOM, they are comparable near the surface (Figure 12p). Similar raindrop mass, concentrations, and fall speeds near the surface suggest that their total surface precipitation is comparable. This is indeed the case where the total volume rain rates averaged for each RMCS between the two simulations differ by only 2% (Figure S6).

In summary, based on the various MCS cloud and precipitation property comparisons shown in Figure 11, we infer that in general, the THOM simulation produces better agreement with observations in upper-level cloud shield and precipitation area, convective feature horizontal and vertical extents, and partitioning of precipitation types. The MORR simulation detains more smaller/slower-falling ice particles that stay lofted longer in the upper-level nonprecipitating anvil clouds, as opposed to the THOM simulation having more slow-falling snow particles that melt and produce stratiform precipitation. While both simulations underestimate stratiform rain area to different extent, consistent with previous studies, THOM produces volume convective and stratiform rainfall that are similar to observations. As discussed in the introduction, larger fraction of stratiform precipitation results in top-heaverier diabatic heating profiles (Schumacher et al., 2004). Long-lived MCSs have been shown to enhance the middle-to-upper level diabatic heating as a result of more robust stratiform rain, which strengthens the mesoscale circulation of the MCS and in turn promotes longer lifetime of MCSs (Yang et al., 2017). Our results in this section show that THOM microphysics produces more stratiform precipitation, in better agreement with observations, than the MORR microphysics, which were used in Yang et al. (2017). More robust stratiform precipitation suggests that MCSs in the THOM simulation may have more top-heavy diabatic heating, which favors generation of a MCV (Houze, 2014, pp. 282–286) and associated positive feedback to the mesoscale environment. We will further examine these aspects next.
4.3. Interactions and Feedbacks With Large-Scale Environments

To better understand the impact of microphysics parameterizations on the diabatic heating associated with MCSs, we isolated the heating profiles within the PFs of the simulated MCSs at any given instant and labeled them as “MCS heating profiles”. Since Yang et al. (2017) showed that long-lived MCSs produce enough top-heavy heating to affect the synoptic-scale flow noticeably, we focus the present analysis on MCSs that last 15–30 hr over the central United States (Figure 1). All long-lived MCS heating profiles in the model simulation at a given time (heating outside MCSs) are set to zero to obtain “domain averaged MCS heating profiles.” Totals of 56 and 72 long-lived MCSs were identified from the MORR and THOM simulations, respectively. To make a fair comparison, 56 MCSs were randomly selected from the THOM simulation for composites. Sensitivity test of randomly selecting 20 and 40 MCSs from both simulations does not change our findings. The selected domain averaged MCS heating profiles were further averaged throughout the entire warm season and shown in Figure 13.

Figure 13a shows that the total MCS diabatic heating profiles in the THOM simulation are more top-heavy than those in the MORR simulation. Although both heating profiles peak between 6 and 8 km, a stronger vertical gradient of heating profiles between 4 and 7 km is seen in the THOM simulation. To better explain the difference in the total heating profiles, they are further separated into convective and stratiform using the same method described in section 3.2. While the upper level convective heating is slightly stronger in the THOM simulation, the vertical gradients below the peak heating are similar (Figure 13b). In contrast, the THOM stratiform heating profiles are almost twice as strong at upper levels (~8 km) and have a sharper gradient between 4 and 7 km compared to MORR (Figure 13c). The stronger upper-level heating and lower-level cooling profiles from the THOM simulation are consistent with having more stratiform precipitation in THOM than in MORR (Figure 11f).

To examine the sensitivities of the environmental feedback from MCS heating to microphysics parameterizations, we follow the same relative MCS environmental composite analysis used by Yang et al. (2017). Meteorological variables centered at the geometric centroid of the MCS PF were composited over a moving box (350 × 200 grid points or ~13°longitude × 7°latitude). We included only the same long-lived MCSs used in the heating profile analysis. Anomalies of the meteorological variables were calculated by subtracting the grid mean values for the same hour and for each month to remove the mean diurnal and seasonal variations. Variables were composited on fixed pressure levels at 850, 700, 600, 500, 400, and 300 hPa. Since MCSs produce the majority of their precipitation, particularly stratiform precipitation, during their mature stages (Figure 11f), we composited their environment anomalies during the mature stage as defined in section 3.3.

Figure 14 shows the composite mesoscale environment anomalies during the mature MCS stages at three representative pressure levels between the two simulations. Consistent with many previous studies (e.g., Maddox, 1983), both simulations show MCSs commonly occurring ahead of a trough to the west. At
850 hPa (Figures 14e and 14f), strong southerly wind anomalies over a broad area just ahead of the eastward propagating MCS (Figures 9e and 9f) transport unstable high-$\theta_e$ air from the Gulf, consistent with the Great Plains low-level jet commonly observed in MCS environments (Coniglio et al., 2010). A cyclonic flow anomaly centered 2° west of the MCS centroid is more clearly seen in the THOM simulation, possibly a result of downward momentum transport from the wind flow above.

At 600 hPa (Figures 14c and 14d), a clear signature of a mesoscale vortex is seen in both simulations. However, the magnitude of the anomaly vortex is much stronger in the THOM simulation. Potential vorticity is generated in the layer of strong vertical heating gradients from the long-lived MCSs. When strong enough, such potential vorticity generation can manifest as a quasi-balanced vortex referred to as an MCV, which, in turn, sustains the systems via a “dynamical flywheel” to support vertical lifting on the periphery of the MCSs (Chen & Frank, 1993; Fritsch et al., 1994; Houze, 2014, pp. 284–286). More importantly, our results show that simulated MCSs with more realistic stratiform precipitation amount and top-heavier heating profiles (i.e., THOM) are clearly associated with a stronger MCV signature at midlevel. A stronger westerly flow component into the southwest side of the MCS centroid is seen with the well-defined MCV in THOM. Potential temperature anomaly composites show that the stronger westerlies ingest cooler air into the rear of the MCSs (not shown), which enhances the rear-to-front sloping of the mesoscale downdraft (Houze et al., 1989) and thus helps to maintain the eastward propagation of the MCS. Stronger midlevel rear inflow of dry air into the MCSs, along with potentially stronger evaporation that supports downdraft induced cold pools as suggested by more numerous and smaller raindrops (Figures 12h and 12l), are consistent with faster MCS propagation speeds in THOM (Figure 10). Since the averaged total volumetric rainfall is similar between the two

Figure 14. Relative-location composites of mean geopotential height (in meters, contour lines), anomaly wind (vector), and anomaly equivalent potential temperature ($\Delta \theta_e$, shaded) at (a and b) 300 hPa, (c and d) 600 hPa, and (e and f) 850 hPa during mature MCS stages for (left column) Morrison and (right column) Thompson microphysics. The x and y axes show relative distances away from the composite centers (mesoscale convective system precipitation feature geometric centers).
simulations (Figure S6), the slower propagation speed in MORR may be partially responsible for larger precipitation amount in a given region (Figure 5).

At upper levels (e.g., 300 hPa), a ridging in geopotential height and mesoscale divergent wind field are seen around the MCS centroid and further to the north (Figures 14a and 14b). The anticyclonic flow anomaly east of the MCS and the divergent wind anomaly appear slightly stronger in the THOM simulation compared to that in MORR. Such an upper-level divergent field is a further signature of long-lived MCSs in the THOM simulation.

These analyses suggest that use of the THOM microphysics scheme leads to a stronger positive mesoscale dynamical feedback favoring generation of new convection at the periphery of the MCV and promoting eastward propagation of the MCS. The latter is consistent with the slightly higher propagation speed simulated by THOM than MORR (Figure 10c). The mesoscale anomaly seen in the THOM simulation indicates that the MCSs in that case are more self-sustaining and thus have a greater net effect on the large-scale environment. The comparison of the distribution of MCS lifetimes shown in Figure 15a supports this inference. While both simulations underestimate the observed number of MCSs lasting between 8 and 18 hr, there are more MCSs lasting between 15 and 25 hr in THOM than in MORR.

Although the number of very long-lived MCSs (>20 hr) is considerably smaller than the number of shorter-lived ones in observations, the long-lived MCSs contribute disproportionately to precipitation. Figure 15b shows the distribution of total precipitation accumulation per MCS from short (t < 14 hr), medium (14 hr ≤ t < 19 hr), and long-lived (t ≥ 19 hr) MCSs. It is clear that medium- to long-lived MCSs (≥14 hr) can produce two to three times the amount of precipitation compared to short-lived ones. We note that the simulated distribution of the long-lived MCS total precipitation agrees better with observations than the medium- and short-lived ones. Since the averaged total MCS volume rainfall is comparable between the two simulations and observations as discussed in section 4.2, the long-lived MCSs in the simulations possibly compensated for the low precipitation biases from the shorter-lasting ones.

While the Great Plains low-level jet has important influence on the development and evolution of MCSs in the central United States (e.g., Yang et al., 2017), we did not find noticeable difference in its strength between the two simulations partly because the Great Plains low-level jet is strongly influenced by the large-scale horizontal pressure gradient over the sloping terrain of the Great Plains, which is constrained by the prescribed lateral boundary condition. In global climate simulations, however, uncertainty in cloud microphysics parameterizations could potentially influence the low-level jet, making it harder to disentangle the various effects cloud microphysics parameterizations can have on MCS simulations.
5. Conclusions

Two sets of regional climate simulations over the contiguous United States during the boreal warm season (May–August) of 2011 were conducted using WRF CPM at 4-km grid spacing with two commonly used microphysics parameterizations. Sensitivities of the simulated MCS properties and feedbacks to large-scale environments in the central United States were systematically examined. Our main goal was to elucidate differences in macrophysical characteristics of MCS that result from uncertainty in cloud microphysical parameterizations and to demonstrate some linkages between the MCS characteristics and the feedback from MCSs to the large-scale circulation that have important implications for climate modeling. We used two high-resolution observational data sets, including a geostationary infrared brightness temperature data set and a 3-D NEXRAD mosaic reflectivity data set, to assess the fidelity of model simulated MCSs. An objective tracking algorithm referred to as FLEXible object TRacKer (FLEXTRKR) was applied to observations and model simulations to identify RMCSs over the central United States to facilitate comparison.

Similar to Prein et al. (2017) who analyzed MCS precipitation in a 13-year WRF convection permitting climate simulation, we find that the simulated warm season mean patterns of MCS precipitation frequency and amount are in general agreement with observations (Figure 5). MCSs contribute to approximately half of the warm season total precipitation in both simulations. This behavior is captured by the model simulations. Unlike Prein et al. (2017), however, simulations using two cloud microphysics parameterizations revealed notable uncertainty in the MCS simulations. More specifically, the averaged model MCS precipitation over the central United States is biased somewhat high in MORR (13%) and low in THOM (−20%). The diurnal cycle and propagation of MCS precipitation entities are well captured by the model (Figure 6). MCSs dominate the nocturnal peak precipitation, as a result of upscale growth from isolated precipitation that peak around local sunset (Figure 7). In addition to mean precipitation, the distribution of observed hourly MCS precipitation intensity is reproduced by the simulations (Figure 8). Intense MCS precipitation (rain rate > 20 mm hr$^{-1}$) occurs significantly more frequently than non-MCS precipitation in both observations and simulations, indicating the ability of the CPM to simulate frequency of extreme rainfall associated with MCSs. These results demonstrate the advantage of CPM in simulating MCSs in a regional climate modeling framework compared to traditional coarse resolution climate models, suggesting that simulations from CPM could be used as benchmarks for future development of GCMs as they continue to increase in resolution and complexity of physics parameterizations.

Despite the success in representing regional MCS precipitation variability, differences exist in almost all MCS properties between the two simulations with different microphysics parameterizations. Importantly, 3-D NEXRAD radar data allow better characterization of MCS internal structures throughout their lifecycles that cannot be investigated using precipitation alone as in Prein et al. (2017) but are important for understanding the role of MCSs in the climate system. In general, the THOM simulation produces better agreement with observations in MCS upper-level cloud shield and precipitation area, convective feature horizontal and vertical extents, and partitioning of precipitation types (Figure 11). The MORR simulation generates more detrained small cloud ice particles that stay lofted as upper-level nonprecipitating anvil clouds, while the THOM simulation has more abundant slower falling snow particles (Figure 12) that melt and produce larger stratiform rain area and associated precipitation. Both simulations underestimate stratiform rain area to different extent, a common problem found in most microphysics parameterizations (Fan et al., 2017). The THOM simulation produces more stratiform volume rainfall that agrees better with observations than MORR. As a result, the MCS heating profiles in THOM are top heavier than MORR, such that they have a stronger vertical heating gradient in the midtroposphere (Figure 13). This difference represents a significant uncertainty in climate simulations using CPMs because the uncertainty has important implications for the macrophysical properties of MCSs that would ultimately lead to uncertainty in simulating the impacts of MCSs on the hydrological cycle and the large-scale circulation.

Analysis of multiple aspects of MCSs including their 3-D structure and diabatic heating confirmed that different treatments of cloud microphysics not only affect the simulated MCS properties but also have significant impact on their interactions to large-scale environments that ultimately provide feedbacks to the MCSs themselves. The stronger vertical heating gradients in THOM resulted in a stronger potential vorticity generation, often manifested as an MCV anomaly in the midtroposphere (Figure 14). This MCV anomaly helps to deepen the synoptic-scale trough with which the MCS is associated. In addition, it provides stronger westerly cool
and dry air advection into the MCS, which enhances the downward sloping rear-to-front flow (Smull & Houze, 1987) and helps to promote eastward propagation of the MCS. Such a positive mesoscale dynamical feedback favors prolonging the lifetime of MCSs, which in turn prolongs the MCS feedback to the larger scale. The longer-lived MCSs in the THOM simulation compared to the MORR simulation (Figure 15) thus have stronger upscale effects.

Based on comparison of the PDFs of observed and simulated MCS macroscale properties, we see relatively small differences between the THOM and MORR simulations in terms of the convective core aspect ratio but larger differences in the PF size, lifetime, and propagation speed. These results suggest that the similar biases in convective core aspect ratio in both simulations might be a result of biases in the simulated large-scale environment such as the background wind shear, which are unrelated to microphysical parameterizations. However, the notable differences between the two simulations suggest that cloud microphysical parameterizations have important effects on those MCS characteristics. Our analyses of the diabatic heating profiles and MCVs have provided an insightful explanation of the MCS lifetime differences. The greater frequency of rapidly propagating MCSs in the THOM simulations, compared to the MORR simulations, is consistent with the difference in advection of cool, dry air into the western sides of the MCSs by MCVs, which influences the balance between the effects of wind shear and cold pool on MCS maintenance. Sensitivity of squall line simulations to cloud microphysics and aerosols through changes in the cold pool has been noted in previous studies (e.g., Khain et al., 2009; Li et al., 2009). However, the substantial role of cloud microphysics in the strength of the MCVs that influence the cold pool as elucidated in this study has not been noted previously.

In summary, different treatment of cloud microphysical processes not only alters MCSs’ convective-scale dynamics, as noted in many previous studies, but also has significant impacts on the macrophysical cloud properties such as lifetime and precipitation. Because long-lived MCSs produce 2–3 times the amount of rainfall compared to short-lived ones, treatments of cloud microphysics parameterizations will have a profound impact on simulating the hydrological cycle and extreme precipitation events in the climate system. Future efforts in improvements of the cloud microphysics parameterizations in convection and understanding of the interactions and feedbacks between MCS and large-scale environments would continue to be an important research topic in better understanding and projecting the impact of global warming on changes in hydrological extremes associated with MCSs.

**Appendix A: The Calculation of Microphysical Variables**

The gamma size distribution of hydrometeors assumed in MORR and THOM is expressed as

\[ N(D) = N_0 D^\mu e^{-\lambda D}, \]  

(A1)

where \( D \) is the particle diameter, \( N_0 \) is the intercept parameter, \( \mu \) is the shape factor, and \( \lambda \) is the slope parameter.

The mass-weighted mean diameter (\( D_m \)) is defined as the fourth moment divided by the third moment of PSD:

\[ D_m = \frac{\int_0^\infty D^4 N(D) dD}{\int_0^\infty D^3 N(D) dD}. \]  

(A2)

where \( N(D) dD \) is the number concentration between particle size \( D \) and \( D + dD \). With the gamma distribution assumed in MORR and THOM, ((A2)) is then simplified as

\[ D_m = (4 + \mu)/\lambda, \]  

(A3)

where the slope parameter \( \lambda \) can be calculated from mixing ratio \( Q \) and number concentration \( N \) for the two-moment representation of hydrometeor, or the mixing ratio \( Q \) and the intercept parameter \( N_0 \) for one-moment representation of hydrometeor. Only data points with \( Q > 10^{-5} \text{ kg kg}^{-1} \) were included in the calculations. Since snow in THOM assumes a combination of two gamma distributions and its mass is proportional to \( D^2 \), the mass-weighted mean diameter for snow in THOM is calculated by the third moment of PSD divided by its second moment, which follows the code in the THOM scheme.

Mass-weighted mean fall speed is calculated as
Table A1
MORR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Prognostic variables</th>
<th>( \rho ) (kg m(^{-3}))</th>
<th>( \mu )</th>
<th>( a )</th>
<th>( b )</th>
<th>( c )</th>
<th>( d )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rain</td>
<td>( Q_r, N_r )</td>
<td>997</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>( \frac{\rho_0}{\rho} )</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>841.9</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cloud ice</td>
<td>( Q_c, N_c )</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>( \frac{\rho_0}{\rho} )</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graupel</td>
<td>( Q_g, N_g )</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>( \frac{\rho_0}{\rho} )</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>19.3</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snow</td>
<td>( Q_s, N_s )</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>( \frac{\rho_0}{\rho} )</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11.72</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A2
THOM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Prognostic variables</th>
<th>( \rho ) (kg m(^{-3}))</th>
<th>( \mu )</th>
<th>( a )</th>
<th>( b )</th>
<th>( c )</th>
<th>( d )</th>
<th>( f )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rain</td>
<td>( Q_r, N_r )</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>( \frac{\rho_0}{\rho} )</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4854</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cloud ice</td>
<td>( Q_c, N_c )</td>
<td>890</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>( \frac{\rho_0}{\rho} )</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1847.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graupel</td>
<td>( Q_g )</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>( \frac{\rho_0}{\rho} )</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>442</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snow</td>
<td>( Q_s )</td>
<td>( \frac{6a}{\pi} D^6 )</td>
<td>0.6357</td>
<td>0.069</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[
V_m = \frac{\int V(D)m(D)N(D)\,dD}{\int m(D)N(D)\,dD}.  \tag{A4}
\]

where \( V(D) \) is the particle fall speed-size relationship considering the air density adjustment. \( m(D) \) is the mass-size relationship: \( m(D) = a D^b \). Specifically, MORR assumes the particle fall speed-size relationship as \( V(D) = (\rho_0/\rho)^{0.5} \times D^b \). THOM assumes the particle fall speed-size relationship as \( V(D) = (\rho_0/\rho)^{0.5} \times D^b \times \exp(-fD) \). The parameter \( \rho \) is the air density and \( \rho_0 \) is the constant air density at the reference level. The parameter \( \rho_0 \) is set to 1.0837 kg m\(^{-3}\) in MORR and 1.1845 kg m\(^{-3}\) in THOM.

The parameter values used in calculation is list in Tables A1 and A2. The detailed description of the references for the values in the tables can be found in Morrison et al. (2005), Morrison et al. (2009), Thompson et al. (2004), and Thompson et al. (2008).
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